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UNITED STATES 

1748,399 

JATIES II. ROSE, OF CORONA, CALL FORNIA 
ELEWATED RALROAD 

Application filed January 30, 1928. Serial No. 250,587. 

This invention relates to an elevated rail 
road for passenger service and means for 
operating it, and an object is to save time in 
transporting passengers from place to place 

5 and to accomplish such transportation more 
economically and conveniently to the pas 
sengers. 
Another object is to deliver passengers di 

rectly to their destination. To this end I 
10 provide an elevated railroad that is adapted 

to transport passengers to their office or fac 
tory buildings at a terminal elevation at 
which they labor. In other words the dis 
tributing lines of the railroad are arranged 

15 to take on or discharge passengers at the 
floor level on which they labor or engage in 
business, and these elevated lines are reached 
through transfer depots that can be arranged 
adjacent the centralized section of a large 

20 city, and where it is possible these points 
are preferably arranged to the north, south, 
east and west of the principal business dis 
tricts of a city. These depots can be ar 
ranged to receive passengers from outlying 
districts, who when arriving at the depots 
either by bus or car lines can be transferred 
to the elevated cars, and are then carried di 
rectly to and from their destinations, thereby 
saving considerable time as well as avoid 

80 ing grade crossings and usual traffic jams at 
street level intersections. 
Another object is to avoid collision of ele 

vated trains by arranging the lines so that 
trains going north, south, east and west are 
arranged at different floor levels; that is, 
tracks crossing at right angles are arranged 
at different elevations. 
Another object is to provide means for 

eliminating excessive noise in the main busi 
ness districts of a city, and to that end I 
provide cars with rubber tires that run on 
smooth unbroken tracks; with the wheels on 
axles controlled by differentials that elimi 
nate the slipping of the wheels on the track. 
By the foregoing means the grade crossing 
noises and grinding of slipping wheels are 
entirely eliminated. - 
Another object is to provide means for in 

creasing the speed of the elevated trains 
which is consummated by eliminating all 

40 

50 

grade crossings and by providing means for 
driving all of the car wheels so that starting 
the cars is greatly expedited as each wheel 
is a driver. 
Another object is to assure safety in oper 

ating the cars at high speed by providing 
each wheel with a double brake, each oper 
able by a separate means, so that if one fails 
to function properly the other can be utilized 
to effect a stop; or in an emergency both 
Ees can function to accomplish a quick 
stop. 
Another object is to provide means for en 

abling passengers to reach their destinations 
without crossing the streets as pedestrians in 
the main business district of the city. 

Features of invention are shown in the 
construction, combination and arrangement 
of parts whereby a passenger transporting 
system is provided that is effective in in 
creased speed and safe transportation of 
passengers as well as eliminating excessive 
noise in operation. 
Other objects, advantages and features of 

invention may appear from the accompany 
ing drawings, the subjoined detailed descrip 
tion and the appended claims. 
The accompanying drawings illustrate the 

invention in which: 
Fig. 1 is a fragmental semi-diagrammatic 

perspective view of the elevated railroad as 
it would appear when the lines are extended 
through buildings and arranged to cross at 
different elevations. 

Fig. 2 is a fragmental diagrammatic plan 
view of the railroad as adapted to a business 
district of a city, showing the lines crossing 
at the mid-center of the business blocks. 

Fig. 3 is a fragmental semi-diagrammati 
cal view of the elevated railroad as it would 
appear when arranged in a cross alley cen 
tral in a city block or arranged outside of 
the buildings. 

Fig. 4 is a plan view of one of the trucks 
for supporting the elevated high speed cars 
showing the kingpin in cross section and also 
diagrammatically indicating side rails as 
related to the guide wheels. 

Fig. 5 is a side view of the truck shown in 
Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 6 is a fragmental section of the truck 
frame on line 6–6, Fig. 5, showing the dif 
ferentials that are arranged to drive all the 
wheels in the same direction and also show 
ing the means for driving the differentials. 

Fig. 7 is an enlarged fragmental view of 
the left hand differential shown in Fig. 4. 

Fig. 8 is a semi-diagrammatic side view of 
a pair of truck wheels showing a detail of 
the brake drums with their internal and ex 
ternal brake bands and means for operating 
them. 

Fig. 9 is an enlarged fragmental section on 
line 9-9, Fig. 8, showing a detail of the 
wheel, brake and track rail construction. 

Fig. 10 is a section on the line 10-10, Fig. 
9, with the track rail omitted. 

Fig. 11 is a fragmental semi-diagrammatic 
side view of the elevated tracks, showing by 
full and dotted lines an inclined elevator for 
transferring cars from one track to another. 

Fig. 12 is a section on the line 12-12, Fig. 
11, showing the elevator in position to trans 
fer cars from the lower to the intermediate 

5 track and vice versa, and 
Fig. 13 is a fragmental section on line 

13-13, Fig. 12, showing a detail of one of 
the air cylinders utilized for operating the 
inclined elevator shown in Figs. 11 and 12. 
The elevated railroad can include depots 

N. S. E. W. that are preferably arranged on 
the north, south, east and west of the main 
business districts of a city, as illustrated in 
Fig. 2, so that bus or railroad lines from out 
lying districts can converge in the depot most 
easily reached by them. 
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The depots can be arranged to include a 
large or small territory of a city as may be 
desired; but for the purpose of illustration a 
relatively small central portion of a city is 
shown in Fig. 2 with the elevated lines a ex 
tending from the stations N to S, and the 
cross lines b extending from the stations E 
to W, and running directly through the city 
blocks. The stations N. S. E. W. can be lo 
cated as far from the center of the city as 
may be desired, as indicated fragmentally in 
Fig. 2. 

Preferably the cars running north and 
south are arranged adjacent the floor levels 
of city buildings having even numbers such 
as 2, 4, 6, 8, etc., and those running east and 
west at elevations opposite the floor levels 
having odd numbers as 3, 5, 7, 9, etc., so that 

5 while the north and south lines cross the east 
and west lines they do not intersect or cross 
at the same elevation. In other words the 
cars traveling north and south at the second 
floor level cross under the cars moving east 
and west at the third floor level. 

Preferably the elevated lines are arranged 
to extend centrally through the city blocks or 
through alleys, at the mid center of blocks, 
as indicated in Fig. 2; or where a building 
covers an entire block the lines are extended 
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centrally through the building as illustrated 
in Fig. 1. 
By this arrangement of the car tracks of 

the elevated railroad all danger of intersect 
ing collisions are avoided, and it is possible 
for passengers to reach their destination with 
a single transfer, a limited amount of foot 
travel, and without crossing any streets as 
pedestrians. In other Words passengers can 
reach their destination without walking 
through the heavy traffic of automobiles and 
other vehicles at street levels. 

It is also understood that the elevated rail 
road can use transfers so that the passengers 
from the north and south can transfer east 
and west and vice versa, as may be desired 
without passengers moving any great dis 
tance as pedestrians. 
As fragmentarily and semi-diagrammati 

cally illustrated in Fig. 3, the tracks 16, 17 
and 18 of the elevated railroad are arranged 
to cross one above the other at various floor 
levels. That is the tracks 16 and 18 run north 
and south at the second and fourth floor level 
and the track 17 runs east and west at the 
third floor level. 
The tracks of the elevated railroad can be 

arranged on a structural iron track frame 19 
Supported by bolts 20 arranged on the side 
walks 21 adjacent the edges of the alley 22 so 
that the frame structure does not materially 
affect the alley view or the post obstruct pe 
destrian traffic at street level. 
The track frame 19 above the alley level 

can be properly braced, as indicated at 23, 
and connected to the buildings 24 by the frame 
structure and also by platform 25, and these 
platforms enable passengers to leave and en 
ter the cars at practically the same floor level 
in which they are engaged in business. 
The iron frame for supporting the tracks 

and cars can be formed of any structural iron 
suitable for such purposes, but in the draw 
ings the frame is simply shown for the pur 
pose of illustration. 
If desired the tracks outside of the build 

ings can be enclosed by walls 26 and roofs 27, 
the roofs being arranged to support the elec 
tric wires 28 by which the current is supplied 
to the car motors through the usual trolley 
poles. However, it is understood that the 
walls and roof can be omitted when desired 
and the electric wires supported in the usual 
way. 
The cars 130 are mounted on four wheel 

trucks with means for driving all of the 
wheels 30. Each truck comprises a frame 31 
that is supported on springs 32 that are con 
nected to the split housings 33 and 34 in which 
the differentials 35, 36 and the wheel axles 
37 are mounted; and preferably the housings 
33 and 34 are connected by a motor casing 3S 
in which an electric motoris mounted and ar 
ranged to drive the differentials 35, 36, it be 
ing understood that I may use an internal 
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combustion engine instead of the motor if 
I so desire. w 
The frame 31 is provided with a centrally 

arranged socket 39 for a king pin 40, one of 
which is secured to the underside of each car 
a proper distance from its ends to balance 
and carry it, it being understood that ther 
are two trucks for each car. . 
Each king pin 40 rests on a rubber cushion 

41 and side rubber bumper 140 that aid in 
preventing noise when the cars are consum 
mating a turn. - 
The frame 31 carries extensions 42 that 

have rubber-tired wheels 43 that are arranged 
transversely of the drive wheels 30. These 
wheels are arranged to occasionally engage 
side rails 44 that are supported by the frame 
19 to stabilize the cars especially in turning 
curves in the tracks. As best shown in Fig. 
4, there is a slight clearance between the 
wheels 43 and side rails 44 so that these wheels 
do not actually engage the side rails until the 
car tilts to one side or the other of the track. 
Then the wheels 43 to one side or the other 

3 of the track engage the rails 44 and stabilize 
the car and the rubber tread to these wheels 
prevents excessive noise when the wheels are 
active. 

In order to reduce friction and also aid in 
making the wheels 43 noiseless they can be 
mounted on roller bearings not shown but 
well understood in the art. 
The wheels 30 are preferably constructed as 

best shown in Figs. 9 and 10. As seen there: 
5 in each wheel is provided with a hub 45 hav 
ing a center web 46 and rim 47 that are in 
tegral. 
The rim 47 has a flange 48 at its outer edge 

that aids in retaining the demountable rubber 
tire 49 in place. The tire 49 is secured in 
place by means of a flange ring 50 secured to 
the rim 47 by bolts 51. . . . . 
The flange ring 50 in addition to holding 

the tire in place also functions to hold the 
, wheel on the track rail 52 as best shown in 
Fig. 9. In other words the wheels 30 are 
prevented from leaving the rail inwardly by 
the axles 3 and they are prevented from 
spreading outwardly by the flange rings 50. 
An additional means is provided for cen 

tralizing the wheels 30 on the track rails. 
The rails 52 are provided with central up 
wardly extending inverted V-shaped beads 
53, and the rubber treads 49 are provided with 
a central annular W-shaped socket 54 that fit 
the beads on the rails and aid in holding the 
wheels on the track. Also this construction 
of wheel tread and track rail gives the wheels 
much more traction than ordinarily as there 
are four traction or tread faces to each rail 
so that the cars can be started quicker. 
The hub 45 is provided with a socket 55 

in which the squared end portion 56 of the 
axle 37 is fitted and secured therein by the 

3 

lock nut 57 that forces the hub against a 
shoulder 58 on the axle, see Figs. 9 and 10. 
The inner and outer ends of the axles 37 

are supported in roller bearings 59, 60 so as 
to leave a clearance 61 around the main por 
tions of the axles that fill with oil from the 
differential housings 62, it being understood 
that these housings are filled with oil. 
The differentials 35, 36 are driven by a 

pair of gears 63, 64 on the motor shaft 65 
of a motor, not shown, it being understood 
that any suitable motor can be used to drive 
the shaft 65. The master wheels 135 and 136 
of the differentials are arranged to engage 
their respective bevel gears and drive all of 
the wheels 30 in the same direction and nor 
mally at the same speed, except when it is 
necessary to compensate for curves in the 
tracks. 
The axle housings 33, 34 are preferably 

connected by adjustable links 66that have 
their ends pivotally connected by pins 67 to 
bearing lugs 68 integral with the axle hous 
ing 33. Preferably the pins 67 are in the 
form of bolts as shown in the drawings. 
The construction of each wheel 30 and its 

pair of brakes is substantially alike, and the 
operation of the brakes is alike, except that 
they are linked together in pairs; and oper 
ate in sets of fours. That is, there are four 
outer brakes to each truck that operate as a 
set and also four inner brakes that operate 
as a set so that a description of one wheel and 
its brakes will describe all of them, except as 
to their operation in sets of four. 

Each wheel 30 is provided with an annu 
lar brake hub 69 that is integral with the web 
46; and the hub extends inwardly a sufficient 
distance to receive an outer brake band 70 
and an inner band 71. These brakes and their 
operation is best shown in Figs. 8, 9 and 10. 
Adjacent the hubs 69 and extending out to 

their peripheral edges are stationary disks 72 
that are integral with the outer end of the 
axle housings 33. 
The outer bands 70 are arranged as a pair 

on each side of the truck and adapted to be 
actuated in sets of fours, and also the pair on 
each side of the truck are operated in unison; 
that is all four of the outer bands of a truck 
are simultaneously set and released. 

Preferably they are mounted and operated 
as best shown in Fig. 8. As seen therein each 
band of the outer pair is oppositely arranged 
and provided with slotted extensions 73 that 
are loosely mounted on pin supports 74 that 
are secured in the stationary disks 72, and op 
posite to the pin supports are the toggle 
levers 5 that are connected to the grip ends 
76, of the band and adapted to draw the ends 
together or spread them apart to grip or re 
lease the bands to or from their respective 
brake hubs 69. - 
When the toggle levers are actuated to en 

gage the bands 70 with the brake hubs 69 the 
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extensions 73 slide toward the axes of the 
wheels and vice versa. In other words the 
extensions 73 and pins 74 aid in normally 
carrying the bands 70 in disengaged or idle 
positions. 
The toggles 75 are actuated by a bell crank 

78 pivotally connected by a pin 79 to the 
frame 31; and the crank 78 is connected to a 
draw bar 80 that can be actuated manually. 
or by means of air cylinders well understood 
in the art; it being understood that there is 
a draw bar 80 for each side of the truck and 
these bars are operated in exact unison to 
set or release all of the outer brake bands of 
a truck simultaneously. The connection of 
the draw bars 80 and their operation is well 
understood in the art and for the sake of 
brevity is not described or shown in the draw- . 

OS. 

ife inner brake bands 71 are also pro 
vided with slotted extensions 81 through 
which supporting pins 82 are extended that 
are secured in the flange 72. The bands are 
split and have ends 83, 84 that normally en 

5 gage the narrowest part of the cams 85 so 
that a major portion of the time they are dis 
engaged from the brake flanges 69. 
The cams 85 are mounted on shaft 86 that 

is mounted in and extends through the sta 
tionary disks 72. The outer ends of the 
shafts 86 are secured to arms 87 that are con 
nected to an equalizer 88 by links 89,90. The 
equalizer 88 is connected by a link 91 to one 
arm of a bell crank 92 pivotally connected 
to a bearing on the frame 31 by a pin 93. 
The other arm of the bell crank 92 is con 

nected by a draw bar 94 with a brake operat 
ing means that can be either manual or auto 
matic. 

It is to be understood that there are two 
draw bars 94 for each truck that are connect 
ed and operated in unison, as are drawbars 80. 
From the foregoing it can be readily seen - 

that I provide a double braking means for 
all the drive wheels, each set of which can 
be operated independently of the other, or 
which can be actuated together if so desired. 

50 
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It is preferred that the outer bands be utilized 
for ordinary stops or slowing down of the 
cars and that the inner bands be used only for 
emergency or vice versa. 

In Figs. 11, 12 and 13 an inclined elevator 
is semi-diagrammatically illustrated that can 
be utilized to transfer cars from track to 
track. In other words I provide a section 
of track that is pivotally connected at 96 to 
the frame 20 so that its free end 97 can be 
lowered to the next track below it so that 
cars can be run up or down the incline. The 
sections 95 can be raised or lowered by com 
pressed air power as indicated by the cylin 
ders 98, one of which is shown in detail in 
Fig. 13. The cylinders 96 are secured to the 
frame adjacent each side of the elevator track 
or section 95 and are connected thereto by the 
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cylinder rods 99 and the rods are connected 
to the cylinder pistons 100. The rods ex 
tendentirely through the cylinders and have 
their upper ends connected to cables 101 that 
have counter-weights 102 on their other ends. 
The cables 101 run over pulleys 103 secured 

to the upper part of the frame 20 so that when 
compressed air is exhausted from under the 
pistons and compressed air driven into the 
cylinders above them the track section 95 will 
be lowered and will be elevated when com 
pressed air is driven into the cylinder under 
the piston 100 and the air exhausted above 
them. The major portion of the weight of the 
incline section of track 95 can be supported 
on angle irons 104 when in lowered position, 
as indicated in Fig. 12. 

It is understood that I may here employ 
any well known type of elevators now in com 
mon use for transferring the cars from eleva 
tion to elevation. 

In operation cars and buses running in out 
lying districts deliver their passengers to the 
nearest terminal station where they are 
transferred to the elevated cars, each pas 
senger taking the car that will deliver him 
nearest to or at his designation. 
The elevated trains are practically noise 

less and are arranged to travel at high speed 
so that they can deliver passengers to their 
destinations in much less time than means 
heretofore employed and without the exces 
sive noise now so common in traffic, also greatly reducing the pedestrian traffic at 
street level, consequently avoiding many un 
necessary accidents and traffic jams, and also 
enabling surface cars such as automobiles to 
travel at greater speed in the main business 
district of a city. 
I claim as my invention: 
1. In an elevated railroad including ter 

minal stations adapted to receive passengers 
at the usual street elevation in combination 
With tracks arranged to cross centrally 
through business blocks of a city at various 
elevations and at floor levels above the first 
floor, and high speed cars adapted to trans 
port passengers on said tracks. 

2. In an elevated railroad including termi 
nal stations adapted to receive passengers at 
the usual street elevation in combination with 
elevated tracks arranged to pass centrally 
through city business buildings at various 
floor levels, means for connecting said tracks 
to buildings at various floor levels and ar 
ranged to cross one above another, and high 
speed cars on said tracks for transporting 
passengers. 

3. In an elevated railroad including termi 
nal stations adapted to receive passengers at 
the usual street elevation in combination with 
tracks arranged to pass centrally through 
city blocks at different elevations, platforms 
connecting said tracks with buildings at floor 
levels above the first floor, and high speed 
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cars on said tracks for transporting passen 
gers. 

4. In an elevated railroad having terminal 
stations; the combination of tracks arranged 
one above another, and extended centrally 
through the business, blocks of a city, plat forms connecting said tracks with buildings 
at floor levels above the first floor, and high 
speed cars on said tracks for transporting 
passengers to and from the terminal stations. 

5. In an elevated railroad, the combination 
of a plurality of tracks arranged opposite the 
second, fourth, sixth and eighth floor levels 
of buildings in the business district of a city 

15 and extended centrally through the blocks 
thereof, other tracks arranged opposite the 
third, fifth, seventh and ninth floor levels of 
said buildings and arranged to cross over the 
first mentioned tracks at right angles, pas 

20 Senger landing platforms connecting said 
tracks and buildings, and high speed cars on 
said tracks. 

6. In an elevated railroad the combination 
of a plurality of parallel tracks arranged op 

25 posite the second, fourth, sixth and eighth 
floor levels of buildings in the business dis 
trict of a city, other parallel tracks arranged 
opposite the third, fifth, seventh and ninth 
floor levels of said buildings and arranged to 

30 cross over the first mentioned tracks at right 
angles, a frame for supporting said trac 
passenger landing platforms connecting sai 
tracks and buildings, and high speed cars on 
said tracks for the purpose specified. 

35 In witness whereof I have hereunto affixed 
my signature. 

JAMES M, ROSE. 


